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Abstract. We present multiwavelength (optical, IR, radio) ob-
servations of CI Cam, the optical counterpart to the transient
X-ray source XTE J0421+560. Pre-outburst quiescent observa-
tions reveal the presence of a dusty envelope around the system.
Pronounced short term variability is observed at all wavebands
from U–K, but no indication of prior flaring of a similar mag-
nitude to the 1998 April outburst is found in these data.
Data obtained during the 1998 April X-ray flare reveal pro-
nounced optical-radio flaring. The optical flux was observed to
quickly return to quiescent levels, while the radio flare was of
much longer duration. The optical component is likely to result
from a combination of free–free/free–bound emission, emission
line and thermal dust emission, caused by re-radiation of the X-
ray flux, while the behaviour of the multiwavelength radio data
is consistent with emission from expanding ejecta emitting via
the synchrotron mechanism.
Post-outburst (1998 August–1999 March) U–M broad-
band photometric observations reveal that while the optical
(UBV ) flux remains at pre-outburst quiescent levels, near IR
(JHKLM ) fluxes exceed the pre-outburst fluxes by0.5mag-
nitudes. Modelling the pre- and post-outburst spectral energy
distribution of CI Cam reveals that the structure and/or com-
position of the dusty component of the circumstellar envelope
appears to have changed.Due to a lack of information on the pre-
cise chemical composition of the dust within the system several
explanations for this behaviour are possible, such as the produc-
Send offprint requests to: J.S. Clark
Correspondence to: (jsc@star.cpes.susx.ac.uk)
tionof newdust at the inner edgeof the envelope, ormodification
of the composition of the dust due to X-ray irradiation.
Keywords: stars: binaries: general – stars: circumstellar matter
– stars: individual: CI Cam – stars: winds, outflows – X-rays:
stars
1. Introduction
The bright X-ray transient XTE J0421+560 was first detected
by the Rossi X-Ray Timing Experiment (RXTE) All-Sky Mon-
itor, with the onset of the flare on 1998 March 31, and the peak
in flux on 1998 April 1 (JD 2450905) in the 2-12 keV band
(Smith et al. 1998). Emission at energies of up to 70 keV was
also detected by the Burst and Transient Source Experiment
(BATSE; Harmon et al. 1998) experiment aboard the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO; Fishman et al. 1989). The
source was observed to fade quickly, with an initial e-folding
time of 0.5 days (Belloni et al. 1999; henceforth B99). The
X-ray spectrum was found to be consistent with both thermal
(Ueda et al. 1998) andnon-thermal interpretationswith evidence
for variable intrinsic absorption during the outburst (B99, Orr
et al. 1998). The bright (V11) B[e] star CI Cam (=MWC 84)
was found to lie near to the centre of 1’ radius error circle deter-
mined from PCA RXTE observations (Marshall & Strohmayer
1998). Spectroscopic observations of CI Cam by Wagner et al.
(1998) on 1998 April 3 revealed a rich emission line spectrum
with He ii in emission. These features had been absent from
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Table 1. Summary of observations giving details of telescope and detector used, photometric bands observed in and dates of observations.
Note the following abbreviations have been employed: JKT–Jakobus Kapteyn Tel.; CLSAI–Crimean Laboratory of SAI; SPb–St.Petersburg
University; CrAO–Crimean Astrophys. Obs.;McD–McDonald Obs.; T-Sh–Tien-Shan Obs.; TCS–Telescope Carlos Sanchez.
Observatory Size(m) Date Detector Bands
JKT 1.00 Apr.1998 TEK4 CCD UBVRI
CL SAI 0.60 Apr.1998 EMI 9789, ST-6UV UBVRI
CL SAI 1.25 Dec.1998-Sep.1999 InSb JHKLM
SPb 0.70 Aug.1998-Sep.1998 InSb JHKLM
SPb 0.20 Mar.1999 CCD BVRI
CrAO 1.25 Sep.1998-Jan.1999 photomult. UBVRI
McD 0.90 Apr.1998 White Guider CCD no filter
McD 2.10 Apr.1998 White Guider CCD no filter
McD 2.70 Apr.1998 CCD UBVRI
T-Sh 1.00 Aug.1998-Mar.1999 photomult., PbS UBVRIJHK
TCS 1.50 Oct.1998-Oct.1999 CVF JHK
previous spectra (Downes 1984), and by analogy with other X-
ray Binaries CI Cam was proposed as the optical counterpart
to J0421+560 (Wagner et al. 1998). On 1998 April 1 Hjellming
& Mioduszewski (1998a) detected a transient 1.4 GHz source
with a flux of 19 mJy coincident with the optical position of
CI Cam, thus confirming the identification of CI Cam as the
optical counterpart. The discovery of rapid radio variability es-
tablished that the emission was of non thermal (synchrotron)
origin (Hjellming & Mioduszewski 1998b).
In this paperwepresent broadbandUBV RIJHKLM pho-
tometric observations of CI Cam obtained between 1989–1999.
We compare the optical-IR behaviour to the X-ray and radio
lightcurves of the source during the X-ray outburst. We use the
pre-outburst data fromBergner et al. (1995) to define ameanqui-
escent state for CI Cam and model both pre- and post-outburst
data, in conjunction with IRAS photometry between 12–60 m
and an IRAS LRS spectrum, with the code DUSTY (Ivezic´ et
al. 1999). Finally we investigate the properties of the increased
IR emission present in the system since the 1998 outburst.
2. Data reduction and flux calibration
UBV RIJHKLM photometry has been obtained from a num-
ber of instruments both during and after the 1998 April X-
ray -radio flare. UBV RI photometry was obtained from the
1.0 m Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT) on La Palma, the 0.6m
and 1.25 m telescopes of the Crimean Laboratory of Stern-
berg Astronomical Institute (CL SAI), the 1.25 m telescope of
the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory (CrAO) and the 0.9 m
and 2.1 m telescopes at McDonald Observatory (McD). Data
from CL SAI were obtained with an ST-6UV CCD and pulse
counting photometer with an EMI 9789 photomultiplier, and
filter set consistent with the Johnson system. All measurements
made at the CrAO were carried out with the double beam
five channel computer-controlled photopolarimeter developed
in Helsinki University (Finland) by Piirola (1988). Additional
BV RI observations were obtained with the 0.2 m telescope
of St.Petersburg University (SPb) with a ST-8 CCD, using a
Cousins filter set. JKT observations were made with the TEK4
CCD camera mounted at the Cassegrain focus, using the Harris
UBV RI filter set and McDonald observations with the White
Guider CCD camera, with observations on 1998 April 15.1 and
17.1 using the 0.9 m telescope and those on April 19.1 and 20.2
using the 2.1 m.
Simultaneous Johnson UBV RIJHK photometry was ob-
tained at the 1.0 m telescope of the Tien-Shan Observatory
(T-Sh; Fesenkov Astrophysical Institute, Kazakhstan) with a
two-channel photometer-polarimeter of the Pulkovo Observa-
tory equippedwith a thermoelectrically cooledGaAs photomul-
tiplier and a PbS detector (Bergner et al. 1988).
JHKLM photometry was obtained from the Telescope
Carlos Sanchez (TCS), Tenerife, the 1.25 m telescope at CL
SAI, and the 0.7 m telescope at SPb. TCS data were acquired
with the CVF detector and CL SAI and SPb data with an InSb
liquid nitrogen cooled photodiode photometer. These observa-
tions are summarised inTable 1.Additional outburst photometry
were obtained from Robinson et al. (1998), Garcia et al. (1998)
and VSNET observations. The Johnson filter system was as-
sumed as the default for VSNET observations; we note that
this approximation does not affect our conclusions (the data are
plotted only in Fig. 1, and not analysed further). Eq. (1) and the
calibration constants, Cλ, given in Telting et al. (1998) and re-
produced in Table 2 were employed for conversions between
magnitude and fluxes.
logFν = −0:4mλ − Cλ (1)
15 GHz radio observations of CI Cam were made from the
Ryle Telescope, and were reduced following the method de-
tailed in Pooley & Fender (1997), using B0415+572 as a phase
calibrator, and the flux density determined from observations
of 3C 48 and 286. 8.3 & 2.25 GHz observations were obtained
from the public access lightcurves of the NRAO/NASA GBI
telescope (eg Waltman et al. 1994, Frontera et al. 1998; hence-
forth F98).
3. Radio observations
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Table 2. Calibration constants, Cλ, used to convert magnitudes to fluxes in erg/cm2/s/Hz, using logFν=-0.4mλ − Cλ.
Filter U B V R I J H K L M
System
Johnson 19.764 19.348 19.436 19.556 19.650 19.802 19.996 20.200 20.562 20.807
Crimean 19.743 19.388 19.426 19.548 19.648 19.795 19.983 20.166 20.551 20.794
Cousins 19.742 19.371 19.439 19.511 19.593
TCS 19.804 20.007 20.179
3.1. Pre-outburst observations
Several radio observations of this region of sky had been made
prior to 1998. Observations made at 10.6 GHz in 1973May and
July provide upper limits of 25 mJy (Altenhoff et al. 1976) and
5mJy (Woodsworth & Hughes 1977) respectively. The 87GB
survey by Gregory and Condon (1991) provided an upper limit
to the 4.85GHzfluxof 25mJy in 1987October. The 7C survey at
151MHzgives a 5 limit of 150mJy in 1993November (Vessey
&Green 1998), while the NVSS shows no evidence of emission
at 1.4 GHz, implying an upper limit of1 mJy on 1994 January
18–19 and 21–22 (J. Condon, priv. comm.). Unfortunately there
are no other contemporaneous data to determine if the system
was in a ‘quiescent’ or ‘active’ state during these observations.
3.2. Outburst observations
The 15, 8.3 and 2.25 GHz radio lightcurves are reproduced in
Fig. 1; their behaviour can be explained in terms of the evolution
of an expanding shell of ejecta emitting via the synchrotron
mechanism. The ejecta are optically thin at 15 & 8 GHz in all
observations, but show a transition between optically thick and
thin emission at 2 GHz between JD 2450907–09 (1998 April
3–5). In the simple model of synchrotron emission from an
expanding source of van der Laan (1966), the maximum flux
density observed at a given frequency occurs just before the
transition to the optically thin regime; as the opacity has a 2
dependence one expects the peak flux at a given wavelength
to be delayed relative to emission at shorter wavelengths, as
is indeed seen. Further, detailed analysis of these data will be
presented by Hjellming et al. (in prep.); therefore we refrain
from further discussion here.
The fluxes at all threewavelengths continued to fall (Hjellm-
ing et al.; in prep), and by JD 2451100 (October 13) both the
2 & 8 GHz flux had fallen below the detection threshold of the
GBI ( 10mJy). Further observations of the 15 GHz flux until
1999 October indicate the flux has continued to decrease mono-
tonically (Fig. 5). There is no indication of significant flaring
in this data set around or after JD 2451232–24511245 (1999
February 22–March 7), when BATSE detected a marginal X-
ray flare in the 20–100 keV band (see Sect. 4.4). We note that
on two occasions the 8 GHz GBI flux increased for a few days
(JD 2451185–2451201 and JD 2451235–2451242; 1999 Jan-
uary 10–26 and February 26–March 5 respectively), the latter
such ‘flare’ coinciding with the 20-100 keV flaring observed by
BATSE. However, after consulting the observing log we note
that these two periods corresponded to increased system noise
temperatures, and we believe that they should be discounted.
4. Optical-IR broadband photometry
4.1. Pre-outburst observations: 1970–1992
Broad band photometric measurements dating from the early
1970’s of V=11.4, H=6.14 and K=5.0 are reported by Allen &
Swings (1976). IRAS observations provide fluxes of 8.23 Jy,
2.84 Jy and 0.76 Jy at 12, 25 and 60 microns respectively; the
optical-IRAS spectral energy distribution (SED), is indicative
of emission from hot dust, and is shown in Fig. 7.
Bergner et al. (1995) report long term UBV RIJHK ob-
servations made between 1989-1992. Variability on day to day
timescales, with an amplitude of0.4 mag, was observed in all
wavebands over this period at greater than the 5 level. Mirosh-
nichenko (1995) performed a Fourier analysis of these data and
identified a quasi-period of 11.7 days, which he interpreted as a
possible binary orbital period. Colour/magnitude plots of these
data are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. and discussed in Sect. 5.1.1.
4.2. Outburst 0bservations: 1998 April
Multiwavelength lightcurves covering the outburst are shown
in Fig. 1; it is immediately apparent that a large optical-radio
outburst has accompanied the X-ray flare. Due to the delay in
associating the X-ray transient with CI Cam, the lightcurve is
poorly sampled before 1998April 3, with just one R band obser-
vation during this time, and thus it is not possible to determine
if the peak in optical-radio flux is displaced from the peak in
the X-ray flux. Unfortunately no reliable near-IR photometry of
the source was obtained during the outburst. However, JHK
spectra obtained on April 5–6 clearly indicate the presence of a
substantial near IR flaring component at this time (B99), which
they attribute to heating of the circumstellar dust.
The decline in flux evident in the UBV RI lightcurves (see
also Goranskii et al. 2000) is consistent with the exponential
decay reported by other workers at other wavelengths (eg F98,
B99). Decay rates for the CL SAI BV R lightcurves between
1998 April 3–10 give a mean e-folding time of3.40.4 days,
while those obtained between April 15–20 (McD data set)
showed that the decay rate had fallen significantly, with a mean
e–folding rate of 24 days at this time. The mean value ob-
tained between April 3–10 is consistent with optical and 8 GHz
radio decay rates determined for the same time period by F98.
Additionally, it is marginally consistent with that measured
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Fig. 1.X-ray - radio out-
burst lightcurves from
1998 April; note that no
dereddening has been
applied to the data. The
different sources of data
are indicated by the use
of differing symbols;
the key is provided in
panel 2.
for the BeppoSAX 1.5–10 keV band flux (2.30.3; 2 differ-
ence), but not with that obtained for the 0.3–3 keV band flux
(=1.20.2 days; 5 difference) (F98).
We find a very strong linear correlation during the decay
phase of the outburst in the broadband BV RI fluxes during
the outburst, and also with the 15 & 8 GHz radio flux (Fig. 1).
The correlation between the optical (BV RI) and 2 GHz flux is
weaker, due to the relatively late peaking of the 2 GHz flux (due
to the greater optical depth at this wavelength; Sect. 3). Given
that the spectral index inferred from the radio data would imply
a much greater optical flux than is observed (after correction for
interstellar reddening; see Sect. 5.0), it appears unlikely that the
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Fig. 2. Optical Colour/Magnitude plots for CI Cam showing quies-
cent (1989–1992; open squares), outburst (1998 April; solid squares),
and post-outburst (1998August–solid triangles) observations. Note the
offset of post-outburst points in the (V-R)/R plot due to the increased
R band emission; we interpret this as an increased contribution from
gaseous thermal emission (f–f/b–f and recombination line).
optical emission is due to synchrotron emission, as is inferred for
the radio emission. Unlike F98we find evidence for a significant
reddening of the system at this time in the (B − V )=V and
(V −R)=R colour/magnitude plots (Fig. 2). Although the data
are sparse, there appeared to be no significant change in colour
in the (U − B)=B colour magnitude plot (not shown). These
relationships, and the possible sources of emission are discussed
in Sect. 5.1.2.
F98 report flickering in broadband V and R photometry
obtained on 1998 April 6, with an amplitude of 0.3 mag on
Fig. 3. Near IR Colour/Magnitude plots for CI Cam showing quies-
cent (1989–1992; open squares) and post-outburst (1998 August–solid
triangles) observations. In both plots there is a significant increase in
post-outburst emission, probably due to increased thermal dust emis-
sion.
timescales of 1 hour, but find no further variability at later
times. Observations on 1998April 13with theMcD0.92mMcD
telescope and an unfiltered PMT provided an upper limit to vari-
ability of<1 per cent rms between 1800s> t> 10s on that date.
Subsequently, we obtained further time series photometry of CI
Cam on several separate occasions to search for variability. On
1998 April 19.1 observations were made with theWhite Guider
CCD camera on the 2.2m telescope at McDonald Observatory,
Texas. 72 consecutive 1.5-s exposures were taken in theR band
spanning 36-min. Standard iraf data reduction procedures and
aperture photometry were used to obtain absolute instrumental
magnitudes (no sufficiently bright comparison star was avail-
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Fig. 4.Post-outburst broadbandUBV RI lightcurves for CICam.Note
that for most points the errors are smaller than the symbol size. The
15 GHz (Ryle) radio lightcurve has been presented in the bottom panel
for comparison; note the clear lack of correlation between radio and
optical fluxes (15 GHz data presented in log(mJy)).
able). However, no variability was found to be present at a level
greater than 1 percent. CICamwas subsequently observed twice
more with a high-speed photometer in white light (3500 to 6000
A) on the 0.92-m telescope at McDonald Observatory for two
hours on October 28 and four hours on October 29 (UTC) to
search for periodic variations in the post-outburst light curve.
No periodic variability between 1000s > t > 2s was observed
to limits of <0.07 per cent (October 28) and <0.05 per cent
(October 29) of the continuum flux at this time.
4.3. Post-outburst observations: 1998 August–1999 February
Broadband photometry (UBV RIJHKLM ) was obtained
from a number of sites in the period 1998 August–1999 March
and is presented in Tables 3 and 4, and Figs. 4 and 5. There
is no evidence for significant optical emission in excess of the
pre-outburst flux, indeed it is possible that CI Cam is marginally
fainter in the U band than the mean of the 1990–94 data. Mean
B and V band magnitudes differ little, if at all from the pre-
outburst means; the data also lie in the same region of the mag-
nitude/colour plot (Fig. 2), and demonstrate the same0.4 mag
colour independent fluctuations as the pre-outburst data. There
is some indication of increased variability in the U band during
1998 December; however this is not seen in the B & V bands.
If this is indicative of variable emission from a hot component
within the system, such as an accretion disc or an irradiated
body we might expect increased X-ray emission at this time;
however this is not observed.
Fig. 5. Post-outburst broadband JHKLM lightcurves for CI Cam.
Note that for most points the errors are smaller than the symbol size.
The 15 GHz (Ryle) radio lightcurve has been presented in the bottom
panel for comparison; as with the optical data there is no correlation
between radio and near-IR fluxes (15 GHz data presented in log(mJy)).
Please note the longer baseline of near-IR observations (15 months)
compared to optical observations (9 months).
However, a significant excess in emission over the pre-
outburst data is seen longwards of the V band (eg Figs. 3 and 5);
the lack of correlation between the RI and JHKLM bands
suggesting emission from two or more components. The first
post-outburst observations, obtained 4 months after the X-
ray outburst indicated that CI Cam was 0.2 mag. brighter
than the mean quiescent value in R, and 0.4 mag. brighter in
JHKLM . TheRIJHK magnitudeswere observed to increase
monotonically, with the RI bands fluxes reaching a maximum
during 1998 December, and the JHK bands peaking in 1999
March. Following these maxima the (somewhat sparse) obser-
vations of the RI bands indicate a reduction in flux, while the
JHK fluxes remain constant (Figs. 4 and 5). L band fluxes
were observed to rise by0.3mag. between 1998August–1999
September, while no overall trend was observed in the M band
fluxes throughout this period (M 0.2 mag.). There appears
to be no correlation between the variations in the (V −R) colour
index and R band magnitude at this time, although CI Cam is
redder than during 1990–94. Likewise, the increase in JHK
flux is not accompanied by colour changes (Fig. 3).
4.4. A second flaring episode?
Between 1999 February 22–March 9 BATSE detected an en-
hanced X-ray flux in the 20–100 keV energy range (Fig. 6). The
BATSE Large Area Detectors (LADs) can monitor the whole
sky almost continuously in the energy range of 20 keV–2 MeV
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Table 3. Post-outburst UBV RI photometry from 1998 August – 1999 February. Calendar and Truncated Julian Dates are given in Columns 1
and 2. Column 3 indicates the source of the data using the abbreviations given in Table 2. The magnitudes and associated errors for UBVRI
bands given in Columns 4–7. All data are quoted in the Johnson filter system.
Date J.D. Source U B V R I
-2450000
Mean 1990–94 - - 12.0 12.4 11.6 10.6 9.6
28/08/98 1051.46 T-Sh 12.210.05 12.540.03 11.690.04 10.430.04 9.530.02
17/09/98 1074.57 CrAO 12.180.03 12.490.03 11.630.03 10.450.03 9.440.03
18/09/98 1075.56 CrAO 12.130.03 12.420.03 11.590.03 10.450.03 9.420.03
24/09/98 1081.59 CrAO 12.180.02 12.490.02 11.640.03 10.450.02 9.470.04
20/10/98 1107.54 CL SAI 12.180.03 12.470.02 11.620.03 10.390.04 9.330.04
05/12/98 1153.29 T-Sh 12.310.03 12.470.02 11.690.02 10.240.03 9.140.02
06/12/98 1154.25 T-Sh 12.200.03 12.450.01 11.630.02 10.250.03 9.160.02
08/12/98 1156.28 T-Sh 11.990.03 12.430.01 11.620.02 10.270.03 9.240.02
09/12/98 1157.25 T-Sh 12.210.01 12.510.01 11.700.01 10.310.03 9.220.02
11/12/98 1159.27 T-Sh 12.210.01 12.490.01 11.660.01 10.200.03 9.270.02
12/12/98 1160.27 T-Sh 12.070.02 12.480.01 11.680.01 10.250.03 9.150.02
13/12/98 1161.24 T-Sh 12.060.06 12.550.02 11.690.02 10.290.03 9.210.02
20/12/98 1168.23 T-Sh 11.910.03 12.440.02 11.580.02 10.170.03 9.030.02
23/12/98 1171.33 T-Sh 12.050.02 12.450.02 11.620.01 10.210.02 9.130.02
18/01/99 1197.33 CrAO 12.200.02 12.510.04 11.660.03 10.390.04 9.330.03
09/03/99 1247.16 T-Sh 12.240.04 12.440.01 11.630.01 10.240.02 9.210.02
15/03/99 1253.00 SPb - 12.390.04 11.550.04 10.460.04 9.520.04
16/03/99 1254.00 SPb - 12.470.04 11.520.04 10.460.04 9.500.04
Table 4. Post-outburst JHKLM photometry from 1998 August – 1999 February. Calendar and Truncated Julian Dates are given in Columns 1
and 2. The telescope the data were taken with is indicated in Column 3 (adopting the naming convention used in Table 2), magnitudes and
associated errors for JHKLM bands given in Columns 4–8. All data are quoted in the Johnson filter system. Mean values for pre-outburst
(1990–94) and post-outburst data are also indicated.
Date J.D. Source J H K L M
-2450000
Mean 1990–94 - - 7.6 6.2 5.0 - -
19/08/98 1045.55 CL-SAI 7.290.03 5.770.03 4.730.03 3.130.02 2.460.08
22/08/98 1048.45 T-Sh 7.250.11 5.780.04 4.560.04 - -
25/08/98 1051.46 T-Sh - 5.970.01 4.690.01 - -
26/08/98 1052.56 SPb 7.260.03 5.780.02 4.600.03 2.960.03 2.310.04
04/09/98 1061.48 SPb 7.450.07 5.760.03 4.770.03 2.970.04 2.550.11
08/09/98 1065.48 SPb 7.230.03 5.920.04 4.520.02 2.870.04 2.620.10
10/09/98 1067.58 SPb 7.320.06 5.920.03 4.590.05 3.030.06 2.420.06
11/09/98 1068.57 SPb 7.160.05 5.870.04 4.530.01 2.960.01 2.510.04
16/09/98 1073.60 SPb - - 4.530.04 2.860.04 -
27/10/98 1114.58 TCS 7.160.01 5.680.01 4.360.01 - -
27/10/98 1114.74 TCS 7.300.01 5.810.01 4.520.01 - -
28/10/98 1115.58 TCS 7.190.01 5.700.01 4.370.01 - -
16/12/98 1164.47 CL SAI 7.110.01 5.650.01 4.440.01 2.900.02 2.430.04
28/12/98 1176.32 CL SAI 7.150.01 5.690.01 4.490.01 2.930.01 2.520.02
01/01/99 1180.34 CL SAI 7.050.01 5.600.01 4.420.01 2.880.02 2.490.01
20/01/99 1199.28 CL SAI 7.060.01 5.570.01 4.360.01 2.870.02 2.340.02
26/01/99 1205.26 CL SAI 7.070.01 5.610.01 4.390.01 2.860.01 2.510.02
09/03/99 1247.16 T-Sh 6.730.05 5.380.01 4.190.01 - -
27/07/99 1387.72 TCS 7.030.02 5.530.02 4.070.02 - -
28/07/99 1388.74 TCS 7.010.02 5.510.02 4.070.02 - -
29/07/99 1389.74 TCS 7.070.02 5.570.02 4.100.02 - -
01/8/99 1392.72 TCS 7.100.03 5.580.03 4.110.02 - -
29/08/99 1420.56 CL SAI 7.040.01 5.640.01 4.300.01 2.710.02 2.490.02
25/09/99 1447.52 CL SAI 7.070.01 5.620.01 4.300.01 2.700.01 2.400.02
02/10/99 1454.56 TCS 7.090.02 5.570.02 4.080.02 - -
03/10/99 1455.69 TCS 7.060.02 5.530.02 4.060.02 - -
04/10/99 1456.67 TCS 7.150.03 5.610.03 4.120.02 - -
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Fig. 6. 20-100 keV flux asmeasured by BATSE (top panel) and 15GHz
radio flux (Ryle Telescope) for the period of the possible second X-ray
flare. Note that there is no indication of a corresponding flare in the
(sparse) radio lightcurve.
with a typical daily 3 sigma sensitivity of better than 100mCrab.
Detector counting rates with a timing resolution of 2.048 sec-
onds were used for the data analysis. To produce the CI Cam
light curve shown in Fig. 6, single step occultation data were
taken using a standard Earth occultation analysis technique used
for monitoring hard X-ray sources (Harmon et al. 1992). Inter-
ference from known bright sources were removed. Based on the
spectral analysis of the initial outburst in the BATSE data (Har-
mon et al. 1998) a photon spectral index of -3.7 was used. The
single occultation step data were then fit with a power law with
this index to determine flux measurements for two day averages
of the data in the 20–100 keV band.
During this period the 15GHz radio flux continued to slowly
decline (eg Figs. 5 and 6), and although there appeared to be an
increase in the 8 GHz flux density as measured by the GBI, we
discount this increase as discussed in Sect. 3.2. Unfortunately,
photometric data at this time is somewhat sparse. AnRI broad-
band photometric observation of CI Cam on 1999 March 8 is
suggestive of increased emission at this time; however given the
difficulty in defining a “quiescent” flux it is difficult to determine
if this is associated with the X-ray activity. JHK photometry
obtained on the same date shows the system to be in a bright
state, but it appears likely that this could be the result of the
general trend to increasing near-IR luminosity evident at this
time.
5. Discussion
Galactic B[e] stars are a rather heterogeneous class of objects
first identified by Allen & Swings (1976). These authors further
divided this new class of emission line object into 3 group-
ings, based on their spectral morphology. However, the nature
of many of the galactic B[e] stars, (especially those of Allen
& Swings Group 2, displaying numerous low-excitation Fe ii
lines) is not yet known. A distinct class of stars which show
observational features similar to those of the galactic Group 2
B[e] stars was identified by Zickgraf et al. (1986) in the Mag-
ellanic Clouds (MC), consisting of high-luminosity (105L)
evolved objects. Lamers et al. (1998) proposed a series of sub-
classifications for B[e] stars based on both their spectral mor-
phology and evolutionary status (since several different types of
object share the observational properties of B[e] stars). Difficul-
ties arise in classifying galactic B[e] stars due to uncertainties in
determining distances and hence luminosities. CI Cam, classi-
fied by Allen & Swings as a Group 2 object, has been proposed
as the first B[e] star identified as a mass donor in a High Mass
X-ray Binary (henceforth HMXB; Clark et al. 1999, B99). Be-
low we try to estimate the luminosity and distance to CI Cam
in order to find its place in the B[e] star classification scheme
of Lamers et al.
Zorec (1998) and B99 both estimate that CI Cam is at a
distance of 2kpc, with interstellar E(B − V ) 0.80 (and
a large contribution to the total extinction from material local
to the system). We derive a further estimate of the interstellar
extinction to CI Cam of E(B − V )=0.650.2 from analysis
of the diffuse interstellar bands (DIB) present in a WHT op-
tical spectrum (Clark et al., 2000). Assuming an average ex-
tinction curve (RV = 3:1), this corresponds to an interstellar
Av = 2:0  0:6. Making the further assumption that the aver-
age extinction-distance relation of Neckel et al. (1980) for the
region of CI Cam is applicable, the inferred distance is 0.6–
2.0kpc, implying an upper limit to luminosity of 104.8L;
consistent (to within a factor of 2) with those derived by both
Zorec (1998; L104.7L) andB99 (L104.9L).We therefore
adopt an interstellar E(B − V )=0.80, a distance of 2kpc and a
mean luminosity of 104.8L for the rest of the paper.
This value is consistent with the ‘classification’ of CI Cam
as an unclassifiable or unclB[e] star, according to the criteria
of Lamers et al. (1998). This classification is reserved for those
stars showing the B[e] phenomenon but having an uncertain
evolutionary state. Clearly, the presence of an evolved com-
panion to CI Cam demonstrates that it is likely that it is in a
post Main Sequence (MS) stage of its evolution; indeed it is
only marginally less luminous than the evolved supergiant B[e]
(sgB[e]) stars first identified in the MC by Zickgraf et al. (1986;
see above). RecentlyGummersbach et al. (1995) have suggested
that the B[e] phenomenon in the MC extends down to lower
(104L) luminosities; it is possible that CI Cam represents a
galactic counterpart to such lower luminosity MC stars. Indeed,
once such evolved low luminosity (104.86L) galactic B[e]
star has already been identified in the young cluster Wd 1; the
unusual star Ara C (Clark et al. 1998). However, a suggestion of
Miroshnichenko et al. (1999) that the galacticGroup 2B[e] stars
are post-MS binary systems, which are similar to MS Be/X-ray
binaries but with longer orbital periods, can not be ruled out.
5.1. Photometric variability
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5.1.1. Pre-outburst variability
Pre-outburst variability in CI Cam appears to be characterised
by 0.4 mag. variations in all wavebands over timescales of
days–weeks. As shown in Fig. 2, the variations of the broadband
UBV RI fluxes are not correlated with corresponding changes
in colour index. The situation becomes more complicated when
the near-IR data is considered. As can be seen from Fig. 3, there
is no correlation between theK band and (J −K) colour index,
and only a slight correlation (in the sense that the system be-
comes redder as it brightens) betweenK and (H−K). However,
when theHK magnitudes are compared to theU to J band data
it is found that as the system brightens at shorter wavelengths
there is no corresponding change in the HK fluxes, indicating
that the system becomes bluer at this time (plots not shown for
reasons of brevity). This behaviour is suggestive of two distinct
emission components varying independently of one another.
Possible sources of variability in the system include thermal
dust emission at longer wavelengths and free–free/ free–bound
(f–f/f–b) wind emission at shorter wavelengths (see below).
Unfortunately, only limited long term monitoring of other
galactic B[e] stars has been undertaken. Of the small number
of candidate B[e] stars that have been the subject of such ob-
servations, most have shown only a low degree of photomet-
ric variability. Exceptions include the MC binary system R4
(V0.7mag; Zickgraf et al. 1986) and the galactic stars HD
87643 (which faded by 1 mag since the 1960’s), and MWC
342 (V0.6 mag). Of these, only HD 87643 showed a long
term trend in colourwith brightness, becoming redder as it faded
(Miroshnichenko 1998).
5.1.2. Outburst variability
The 1998 April outburst is clearly of a very different character
from the variability observed during quiescence, almost cer-
tainly as a result of interaction between the compact companion
and the dense circumstellar environment of CI Cam. Possible
sources of excess continuum emission during the X-ray out-
burst include increased f–f/f–b emission from an enhancedwind
with a larger mass loss rate ( ˙M), X-ray heating of the primary
and/or circumstellar envelope, thermal reradiation from the dust
cloud and synchrotron (and possible f–f/f–b) emission from the
ejecta responsible for the radio flux. Additionally, given the rich
emission line spectrum, the contribution of line emission to the
broadband photometry is likely to be non-negligible; this will
be quantified in Clark et al. (2000).
B99 remark on the similarity between the HMXB system
A0538-66 and CI Cam, and suggest that the optical-near IR
flaring in CI Cam may have the same origin as seen in A0538-
66. During outburst A0538-66 is observed to brighten by up to
2.5 mag. in the optical, and also become significantly bluer;
Densham et al. (1983) interpret this as being due to reprocess-
ing of X-rays by the gaseous circumstellar envelope of the Be
star primary. Despite the similarities between the optical and
X-ray e-folding timescales for CI Cam, F98 exclude reprocess-
ing of X-rays as a cause of the optical flaring as they find from
their data that the (V − R) colour index remains constant
throughout the outburst. However, it is clear from our data that
this is incorrect; CI Cam was significantly redder during out-
burst, becoming bluer as it faded (Fig. 2), suggesting that the
extra emission component is cooler than the stellar temperature.
Given that thermal emission from hot dust inferred by B99 is
unlikely to contribute much flux at such short wavelengths it
appears more likely to come from a combination of line and
continuum emission from hot gas, either a result of X-ray heat-
ing of the circumstellar envelope, or due to an increased mass
loss rate (which might have acted to trigger the outburst). How-
ever, without photometric observations of the system before the
X-ray outburst, or orbital parameters for the compact object we
are unable to distinguish between these scenarios.
We note that this relationship is not seen for the U band;
the (U − B) index remains constant throughout the outburst.
Whether or not this indicates emission from a further hot, blue
body within the system is at present unclear. B99 present JHK
spectra of CI Cam obtained shortly after the X-ray flare indicat-
ing that there was also a substantial increase in the near-IR flux,
which they attribute to X-ray heating of the circumstellar dust.
Although it is likely that at least some of the near-IR flux orig-
inates in a greater contribution from the gaseous component of
the circumstellar envelope, this observation supports our gen-
eral conclusion that the optical flaring is most likely a result of
reradiation of the X-ray flux.
5.1.3. Post-outburst variability
Significant post-outburst variability is observed in data long-
wards of the V band, and appears to arise from two different
sources, given the lack of correlation between theRI and JHK
bands. We tentatively attribute this emission to two different
mechanisms; thermal (f–f/f–b and recombination line) emission
fromagaseous component of the circumstellar envelope respon-
sible for the increased emission in the R and I band (Sect. 5.3),
and a combination of f–f/f–b and increased emission from hot
dust at longer wavelengths (Sect. 5.2). The apparent decrease
in the RI band emission after 1998 December could arise from
a number of different causes; a decrease in either the ionising
radiation flux or the emissionmeasure of the circumstellar enve-
lope, or an increase in the temperature of the emitting material.
Analysis of contemporaneous optical spectra of the source may
help us to distinguish between these possibilities. The steady
increase of the near IR flux is suggestive of the formation of
new, hot dust at the inner edge of the envelope; this is discussed
in Sect. 5.2.
The increased hard (BATSE) X-ray activity observed be-
tween 1999 February 22–March 7 differs considerably from
that observed during the 1998 April flare. The X-ray luminos-
ity is much lower, peaking at only 30 milliCrab, compared to
a flux in excess of 1 Crab at the peak of the 1998 April flare.
Equally, the 1998flarewas farmore rapid (rise timeof0.1 days
and an e-folding decay timescale of 0.56 days) compared to the
1999 flare (lasting for a total of 6 days). No associated flar-
ing comparable to that observed in the 1998 April outburst was
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Fig. 7. Results of the DUSTY model fits to the un-dereddened pre-
outburst (solid circles) and post-outburst (open circles) optical-IR SED
of CI Cam. The dotted line represents a best fit to the pre-outburst
data assuming a MRN dust composition (no fit was attempted to the
post-outburst data). Solid and dashed lines represent best fits to the
pre- and post-outbursts data respectively, assuming dust composed of
amorphous carbon.
observed at other wavelengths, suggesting the outburst was not
sufficiently energetic to produce an impulsive ejection of mate-
rial, as was inferred for the 1998 outburst (Mioduszewski et al.
in prep.).
5.2. The dusty envelope of CI Cam
Given the increasing post-outburst IR excess of CI Cam, we
have used the radiative transfer code DUSTY (Ivezic´, Nenkova
&Elitzur 1999) to investigate changes in the physical properties
of the dusty envelope over time. The code solves the radiation
transfer problem for spherical dusty envelopes, calculating the
dust temperature distribution self-consistently and controlling
flux convergence at different radii in the envelope.
The pre-outburst quiescent SED was constructed from the
averagedUBV RIJHKL photometry of Bergner et al. (1995),
12–60 m IRAS fluxes, and an IRAS LRS spectrum. The LRS
spectrum was noisy, and so we averaged over every 4 consec-
utive points, and smoothed the resultant spectrum using the
Savitsky-Golay method (Press et al. 1992). The post-outburst
SED was constructed from the averaged UBV RIJHKLM
data obtained in 1998. Stellar radiation was described by a Ku-
rucz (1994) model for Teff=30,000 K and log g=3.5 (the exact
value was found to have a negligible effect on the emergent
SED). We computed the SED for two different types of circum-
stellar dust; interstellar dust (MRN mixture: Mathis, Rumple,
Nordsieck 1977) and amorphous carbon (Hanner 1988); in each
case a single power law density gradient of the form r−p was
adopted.
For both of the dust types a large number of models with dif-
ferent parameters were calculated, and the emergent theoretical
SEDswere compared to the observed pre-outburst data, after the
addition of a second component of reddening attributed to inter-
stellar extinction, and calculated from the interstellar extinction
law of Savage & Mathis (1979). When fitting the post-outburst
data the interstellar extinctionwas fixed at the best-fit value from
the pre-outburst data modelling. The best fits to the data were
determined using the weighted least square method.
The results of the modelling are presented in Fig. 7. We find
that the envelope made of the MRN dust should have a large
optical depth (of the order of 1.5 in the optical region) and a
much smaller interstellar extinction than observed. The syn-
thetic spectrum also displays noticeable silicate emission fea-
tures at 9.7 and 18 microns which do not appear to be present in
the IRAS LRS spectrum. However, changing the average grain
size by removing the smaller grains will reduce the strength
of the emission features; considering the ease with which CI
Cam can eject smaller grains (see below), this is perhaps an
attractive proposition. The envelope made of carbon dust gives
a featureless IR spectrum and has a small optical depth, that
requires a rather large interstellar extinction (or another local
source of reddening) in order to fit the observed SED; indeed
it is somewhat in excess of that derived from analysis of the
optical spectra (see Sect. 5.0).
Best fit model parameters for the carbon dust include
Tin=1500 K, Av =3.71 mag., Tout =110 K, Yout =1000 and
the density distribution power law index p=1.75 for both the
quiescent pre- and post- outburst SED of CI Cam. Here Tin and
Tout are the temperature at the inner and outer edges, Av the
extinction to the system (initially assumed to be of interstellar
origin) and Yout the ratio of the outer and inner envelope radii.
The best fit parameter sets differ only in v (the overall optical
depth of the envelope), which is 0.06 for the pre- and 0.09 for the
post-outburst SED, respectively; consistent with the production
of new dust. We note that Waters et al. (1998) found amorphous
carbon dust around the binary sgB[e] star GG Carinae, with a
SED compatible with an r−2 density gradient, similar to that
found for CI Cam, and Bjorkman (1998) also found amorphous
carbon dust to be present around the MC sgB[e] star R126.
However, caution must be applied to the results of these
models, due to the uncertainty in the geometry and composition
of the circumstellar envelope around CI Cam. Changing the
geometry of the envelope can act to produce a featureless mid-
IR spectrum; for instance an optically thick-disc like envelope
would also produce such a spectrum. Such a disc-like geometry
is attractive, as it has previously has been suggested for the MC
sgB[e] stars (Zickgraf et al. 1986). However, since a hot, stellar
component is present in the SED of CI Cam, such an optically
thick disc must also be both geometrically thin and seen almost
edge on so that it produces little obscuration of the stellar disc,
and an additional source of extinction or reddening close to the
system is then required, since only Av=2.1 can be explained by
the interstellar component of extinction (Sect. 5.0).
The chemical composition and grain size in CI Cam are also
uncertain, due to the lack of high quality IR spectroscopy. Typ-
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ically, the dust around the broad class of B[e] stars is found to
be a mixture of olivines (60 per cent), FeO (30 per cent)
and a small amount of C rich material (van den Ancker, pri-
vate communication), although B[e] stars are a very heteroge-
neous class of object, with some stars (eg GG Carinae) showing
substantially different dust chemistries. Indeed, changes in the
composition of the dust due to X-ray irradiation could lead to
changes in the emissivity, and hence SED. However, given that
this would be an impulsive event, this scenario appears unlikely
in the light of the gradual increase in near-IR flux over the course
of 9 months.
If the conclusion that additional dust has formed in the af-
termath of the flaring episode is correct, one can ask where and
how it was formed, given that dust formation in hot stellar winds
requires high densities at sufficiently large radii to permit the
dust to condense. FromEq. (15) of Bjorkman (1998), and adopt-
ing a dust condensation radius of 5.31012 m, we find that for
a spherical wind with a uniform mass loss rate, we need an un-
realistically high ˙M to allow dust condensation (assuming the
terminal velocity of the wind V1 >100kms−1, typical for hot,
luminous stars),
( _M=10−7M) = 25(V1=30kms−1) (2)
suggesting instead that dust either forms in a circumstellar
disc or in dense shells of ejecta, possibly resulting fromshocks in
the wind. The episodic dust formation observed in some WR-
O star binary systems is thought to occur in shocked regions
caused by the colliding winds of the two luminous components
(eg WR 125 and WR 19; Williams et al. 1994 and Veen et al.
1998 respectively); since radio maps provide evidence for the
formation of an expanding shell of ejecta following the outburst
(Mioduszewski et al., in prep), it is tempting to speculate that
the dust formed may be associated with this region.
The suggestion of episodic (or quasi-continuous) dust for-
mation is also consistent with the claim of B99 that the dust
shell around CI Cam appears to be composed of comparatively
large particles (>0.3m), which they attribute to radiation pres-
sure removing the smaller particles. Assuming a luminosity of
105L and a mass of20M (Zorec 1998), we can apply the
analysis of Sitko et al. (1994) toCICam. FromEq. (2) of Sitko et
al. (1994), under the assumption of weak coupling between dust
and gas, we find that it is very easy for CI Cam to eject grains
of radius 0.3 m or less (indeed much larger grains would also
be ejected). Even with a strong coupling between gas and dust
(such that the radiation field had to eject both dust and gas) we
find that the radiation field of CI Cam would still be able to
efficiently accelerate particles of sizes 1m or larger. Since
dust particles of this size are inferred to be present, it appears
likely that the dust is being continually replenished within the
system.
5.3. Emission from a gaseous envelope
Modelling the SED of CI Cam, we determine a colour excess,
E(B − V ) 1.1 mag. However we determine an interstellar
E(B − V ) 0.8 (Sect. 5.0), indicating that additional circum-
stellar extinction or reddening exists. Possible sources include
circumstellar dust extinction (which for dust composed of amor-
phous carbonwefind to be small; Sect. 5.2) or f-f/f-b emission (a
contribution fromwhich is not included in themodel results pre-
sented in Sect. 5.2). If CI Cam is surrounded by a gaseous disk
(the Balmer line profiles indicating a non-spherical distribution
of the gaseous component; Clark et al. 2000) with a structure
similar to that inferred for classicalBe stars, reddening from the
gaseous envelope may reach values as high asE(B−V ) 0.3;
such values would also imply significant emission, which may
contribute as much asV 1mag (these values being obtained
in the framework of an isothermal Be disk-like model similar to
that described byWaters et al. 1987). Note that true sgB[e] stars
are also expected to have dense gaseous circumstellar discs that
are also likely to contribute a significant amount of f–f emis-
sion; however to date this contribution has yet to be accurately
quantified.
Under the assumption of an ionised, constant velocity
isothermal wind we can derive upper limits to ( ˙M/V1) from
the non-detection of f–f/f–b emission at 1.4 GHz using Eq. (1)
of Leitherer et al. (1995)
Sν = 2:3210−4
(
_MZ
V1
)4/3(γgν
d3
)2/3
(3)
where Sν is the flux density in mJy,  the frequency in Hz,
d the distance in kpc (2kpc; Sect. 5); ˙M is given in units of
10−6Myr−1 and V1 in units of 100kms−1. , Z, γ are the
meanmolecularweight, the rms ionic charge and themean num-
ber of electrons per ion respectively; we adopt the values given
by Leitherer et al. (1995) for the B stars in their sample for CI
Cam. The free-free Gaunt factor, gν was calculated with Eq. (3)
of Leitherer et al. (1995), adopting a value for Te, the electron
temperature of the wind appropriate for the B stars in Leitherer
et al. (1995), noting that gν only has a weak dependance on Te.
The upper limit to the 1.4 GHz flux of1mJy therefore implies
( _M=V1) < 3:48 (4)
When compared to the lower limits to ( ˙M/V1) implied for
dust condensation in a sphericalwindwefind thatCICamwould
have been detected at 1.4 GHz if the wind density was suffi-
ciently high to permit dust to form, strengthening the case for
dust formation in a equatorial disc or shocked ejecta. We note
that the 1.4 GHz flux estimates assume that the wind is com-
pletely ionised; if the wind in CI Cam is not fully ionised then
( ˙M/V1) could exceed the value given.
6. Summary
We have presented long term photometric observations of CI
Cam, the proposed counterpart to the X-ray transient XTE
J0421+560 before, during and after the 1998 April X-ray flare.
We find evidence for photometric variability in pre-outburst,
outburst and post-outburst datasets. Pre-outburst rapid variabil-
ity is characterised by variability of 0.4 mags. in all wave-
bands; there is no indication of significant flaring in these data.
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During and immediately after the X-ray flaringUBV RI broad-
band photometry clearly indicates a substantial brightening at
all wavelengths. Although near-IR photometry was not avail-
able, JHK spectra obtained during the outburst suggest that
the system had also undergone flaring in the near-IR as well
(B99). Multiwavelength radio observations at this time show
a corresponding radio flare which appears to evolve according
to the behaviour expected for expanding, synchrotron emitting
ejecta. Subsequent long term monitoring of the 15 GHz radio
flux shows amonotonic decay for the18months following the
1998 X-ray flare. BATSE 20–100 keV observations suggest a
possible second X-ray flare (of significantly smaller magnitude
than the 1998 April outburst) around 1999 March 2; however
no indication of a corresponding radio or optical flare was ob-
served. If the second BATSE outburst is due to another pass
by the compact companion through the circumstellar envelope
then the time interval between the two outbursts (335 days)
reflects the orbital period (or some multiple of it).
Post-outburst photometry showed that CI Cam was signif-
icantly brighter at longer wavelengths than in the pre-outburst
state, and continued to brighten in the near-IR, indicating dif-
fering emission mechanisms for the optical-near IR and radio
fluxes. We tentatively attribute this increase in emission to a
combination of f–f/f–b emission from a gaseous component of
the circumstellar envelope (R & I bands) and increased emis-
sion from a hot dust component (JHKLM bands). Using the
DUSTY code of Ivezic´ we model both pre- and post-outburst
data, and find that there appears to have been an episode of
dust formation at the inner edge of the dusty envelope. We note
however, that these results are subject to significant uncertainty
due to the poor quality of the IR spectroscopy used to constrain
the dust chemistry of the envelope. We reject the hypothesis
of a change in dust composition due to X-ray irradiation since
this would lead to an impulsive change in the near-IR emission
whilewe observe a general increase in near-IR flux over a period
of 1 year. Likewise we find no evidence for continued X-ray
emission from the compact object that could be responsible for
the increased near-IR flux via reprocessing in the pre-existing
dusty envelope. However, we find a discrepancy between the
reddening to the system inferred from the DIB, and that derived
from the modelling, suggesting a second source of reddening
local to the system, which we suspect may arise from f–f/f–b
emission from hot gas in the circumstellar envelope. However,
further discussion must await higher quality IR spectroscopic
observations to determine the dust composition so that more
accurate modelling of the SED of CI Cam can be undertaken.
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